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How to Extract DNA from Anything Living  1

 
Background: 
The human genome, the genetic code in each human cell, contains 
23 DNA molecules each containing from 500 thousand to 2.5 million 
nucleotide pairs. DNA molecules of this size are 1.7 to 8.5 cm long 
when uncoiled, or about 5 cm on average. 
 
We will extract DNA in 3 steps: 
 
        Detergent Helps to break down the cell membrane 
      eNzymes Also helps to break down the cell membrane 
        Alcohol Helps to separate the DNA from the rest of the stuff. 
 
Aim:  
To extract DNA from a living thing. 
 
Materials: 
For Class 

Blender 125 ml of 
Split peas 

⅛ Teaspoon 
of Table Salt 

250 ml Cold 
Water 

250 ml 
Beaker 

Spoon 

Strainer Large Container Detergent   

 
For Groups 

Beaker Test Tube Meat 
Tenderizer 

Wooden 
Stick 

70%-90% Ethyl or 
Isopropyl Alcohol 

 
Class Method: 
 
___ 1) Measure out split peas, water, and salt. Add to blender and  

    blend for 15 seconds. 

1 "How to Extract DNA from Anything Living." 2008. 18 Jul. 2016 
<http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/labs/extraction/howto/> 
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The blender separates the pea cells from each other, so you now have a really 
thin pea-cell soup. 
 
___ 2) Pour the pea-cell soup through the strainer into a large  

    container. 
 
___ 3) Add two tablespoons of soap detergent to the pea-cell soup.  
     Let sit for 5-10 minutes. 
 
Group Method: 
 
___ 1) Pour the pea-cell soup into your test tube so it is ⅓ full. 
 
___ 2) Add a pinch of meat tenderizer (enzyme) to your test tube.  
     Stir gently with a wooden stick. 
 
___ 3) Tilt your test tube and slowly pour the rubbing alcohol into  
              the test tube down the side so it forms a layer of alcohol on  
              top of the pea-cell soup. Pour until you have an equal  
              amount of alcohol. 

 
___ 4) Gently take the wooden stick and pull it from the pea-cell  

     soup into the alcohol layer. You should see white stringy  
     stuff. This is the DNA. 

 
DNA is a long, stringy molecule. The salt that you added in step one helps it stick 
together. So what you see are clumps of tangled DNA molecules! DNA normally 
stays dissolved in water, but when salty DNA comes in contact with alcohol it 
becomes undissolved. This is called precipitation. The physical force of the DNA 
clumping together as it precipitates pulls more strands along with it as it rises into 
the alcohol. 
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